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LIFE, EDUCATION AND FAMILY

Being a descendent of Prophet Muhammad's daughter Syeda (hence the title 'Syed')
through the 10lh Shia Imam Ali Naqi (hence the surname 'Naqvi'). Mahmood's roots
into science can be traced back to the 81h century AD: his 34th ancestor, the 61h Iman
Jafar al-Sadiq, had founded a renowned school and his students included Jabir ibn
Hayyan, known as Geber in the West, who is widely regarded as the father of
modern-day chemistry. According to Encyclopedia Britmmica, Jabir gave credit of his
discoveries to his guru. AI-Khoraazmi, the father of algorithms - the science of logic
and basic building block of computer programmes is based on his name - was
another student of Imam Jafar. Mahmood's 20th ancestor, Ali Buzurg, migrated from
Wasit (Iraq) to Punjab toward the end of the Khilji Dynasty and soon afterwards his
son, Husain Sharfuddin, settled at Amroha, an ancient little town located some 130
km east of Delhi. Hazrat Sharfuddin was a sufi saint - his tomb in Amroha is famous
for innocuous scorpions - but his son, Abdul Aziz, married a princess of the Tughlaq
Dynasty, acquiring a sizable jagir in the process. It was supplemented by another
jagir awarded by Akbar the Great to his Chief Justice (Mil' Adl), Syed Muhammad,
who later served as the Governor of Sindh. His descendents survived largely on the
jagirs for 4 centuries, living a comfortable and settled life, occasionally helping the
Delhi kings militarily in times of conflict. This continued till 1952, when the
zamindari system was abolished. Syed Mahmood Naqvi was born at Amroha 11
years earlier - on 281h August 1941. Those were turbulent times. He was too young to
remember the Independence Movement, but had vivid memories of the Partition
that affected so many and divided almost every family in his clan. His maternal
uncle and aunt left India for Pakistan, as did ten of his first cousins, but his father, a
sworn nationalist and an ardent Congress supporter, chose to remain in India. For
those times, his family was relatively small. His parents (Muhammad Ahmad and
Nazima Khatoon) had only two siblings each, while he himself had only one - my
father, Sibte Mahmood - who was 18 years older than him. In fact, my uncle was
brought up more by my parents than his own. The age difference was half that much
between him and my elder sister, and so we called him Bltai.

Our family was pretty well-off even after the abolition of zaHlindari, but my
father was now required to earn a living, something that he was not used to. He was
only moderately educated. However, both he and his father wanted Bhni to obtain






























